
[Dallas, Texas] - QWay Healthcare, Inc., a leading provider of innovative workforce
solutions, is proud to announce the launch of its cutting-edge Remote Workforce
Solutions, designed to meet the evolving needs of Healthcare Providers. In today's
dynamic landscape, QWay's Remote Workforce Solutions offer a seamless approach to
sourcing, recruiting, and deploying top-tier remote talent.

In an era where remote work has become the new norm, businesses face the challenge of
finding qualified and certified professionals who can seamlessly integrate into their teams.
QWay addresses this challenge head-on by offering a comprehensive suite of services
aimed at streamlining the recruitment process and delivering unparalleled results.

Key features of QWay's Remote Workforce Solutions include:

Streamlined Recruitment Process: QWay understands the challenges businesses face
when it comes to recruiting talent. So, we take the burden off our clients' shoulders by
handling the entire recruitment process. From sourcing resumes to conducting interviews,
we ensure that our clients have access to the best candidates without the hassle of
extensive hiring procedures. Our experienced team utilizes efficient strategies and cutting-
edge technologies to streamline the recruitment process, saving valuable time and
resources for our clients.

Tailored Selection: We recognize that every business has unique needs and preferences
when it comes to their workforce. Hence, QWay offers a tailored selection process, allowing
clients to choose the most suitable resources from our pool of talent. Whether you require
specific skills, industry expertise, or cultural fit, we provide options that align with your
specific requirements. Our personalized approach ensures that you get the right people for
your work, enhancing productivity and driving success.
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Cost-Effective Solution: With QWay's Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) model, clients benefit
from significant cost savings compared to traditional hiring methods. By partnering with us,
businesses reduce manpower costs by more than 50% while still benefiting from dedicated,
full-time employees. Our cost-effective solution enables businesses to optimize their
budget allocation, allowing for greater flexibility and scalability in workforce management.

Rapid Deployment: Time is of the essence in today's fast-paced Healthcare providers
environment. Therefore, QWay prioritizes rapid deployment to ensure minimal disruption to
our clients' operations. With our efficient processes and agile approach, remote teams can
be up and running in just two weeks. This swift deployment allows clients to start seeing
results sooner, accelerating their path to success and maximizing productivity.

Risk Free Trial: QWay understands the importance of selecting the right workforce solution
provider tailored to your specific needs. As such, we offer a free trial to prospective clients.
This allows healthcare providers to experience the quality and efficiency of our services
firsthand, subject to certain conditions. By tailoring the trial to the unique requirements of
each client, we ensure that they can assess our capabilities and determine if QWay is the
right fit for their needs, instilling confidence in their decision-making process.

"Our Remote Workforce Solutions are designed to unlock the full potential of remote work
for Healthcare providers," said Harish Kannan, COO/Cofounder at QWay Healthcare, Inc.
"We understand the importance of having access to qualified and expertly trained remote
workers, and our goal is to provide our clients with the resources they need to thrive in
today's competitive environment."

About QWay:
QWay Healthcare is a leading provider of a certified mobile workforce that meets the
unique revenue cycle management needs and challenges of healthcare providers across
the United States with 14 years of experience and over 1100+ employees. With over 43+
billing systems and specialties, QWay aims to administer medical billing challenges and
lead insights-driven strategies for a prompt and optimized payment flow. We believe in
operational excellence, cultural openness, gender equality, customer success, and quality
driven processes and seek to create a collaborative space with inclusivity and accessibility.
QWay is marching ahead with workforce development for a redefined experience.
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